High Containment FIBCs Offer a Safe and Cost
Effective Alternative to their Rigid Counterparts
By Douglas Durney at ILC Dover
As the need for powder containment and
manufacturing in accordance with cGMP standards
has grown over the years, companies have sought
new alternatives to rigid IBC’s. The use of Flexible
Intermediate Bulk Containers (FIBCs) offers an
alternative that reduces shipping and handling
costs, but falls short on the powder containment
requirement. More recently high containment FIBCs
have emerged which offer an alternative that provides
both powder containment and the benefits of shipping
with flexibles. In addition, advances in liner materials
permit full compliance with a wide range of global
regulatory standards.
Flexible containment within single plant facilities
has been in use for over a decade to address handling
of highly potent API’s. These containment systems
assure worker safety while maintaining product
quality and preventing cross contamination.
Containment levels down to the nanogram range have
been verified. When compared to rigid systems, such
flexible containment systems eliminate cleaning costs,
support lean operations while reducing procurement
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lead times, and improve worker ergonomics when
they are used in processing equipment flexible
enclosure applications.
However, the benefits of flexibles can be multiplied
many fold when raw materials or intermediate
powders can be filled in a contained manner at one
site and then safely transported within the same
country or around the globe to another site. Once at
the new location they can be docked with matching
interface hardware and used to discharge the product
in a contained manner. The rapid and safe docking
at the new facility improves worker safety, maintains
product quality, and improves overall productivity.
Once discharging is complete the flexible can be safety
disposed.
In order to permit this type of transport operation an
FIBC used in international shipment must meet strict
UNDOT standards including a drop test. Some high
containment FIBCs have now been certified to meet
these rigorous standards.
Economic benefits of using flexibles to achieve this
contained transfer shipping sequence include the
following:

High Containment FIBC Construction and
Requirements
High containment FIBCs consist of a rugged external
restraint coupled with an interior liner which comes
in contact with the product. Over the past years film
technologies have continued to improve while global
regulations have also evolved. When considering the
use of a high containment flexible system some of the
characteristics of the interior liner and/or the FIBC
system that should be considered include:
•
Compliance with FDA 21 CFR
•
Compliance with 2002/72/EC and
amendments
•
Meeting Test parameters of EP 3.1.3
•
USP <661> Physicochemical Tests for Plastics
•
USP <88> Class VI (7 day implant)
•
Passes <87> biological reactivity, in vitro
•
Chilworth incendivity testing
•
IEC 61340-4-4 (Electrostatic classification of
flexible intermediate bulk containers (FIBC))
•
ATEX certification for zones (0,1,20,21)
•
Solvent resistance
In addition, depending on the sensitivity of your
particular compounds and raw materials you may
•
Reduced freight costs – the weight of flexibles
is lower than comparable rigid systems and no
empty return of a rigid IBC is required
•
No cleaning - Cleaning SOPs require an IBC
to be washed after discharging for shipping. A
second washing must be done after it is received
before it can be filled again. High containment
FIBC’s eliminate these costs
•
No capital cost – Typically spares for IBCs are
purchased since a number of them are “consumed”
in transit, cleaning, or storage
•
Reduced storage space needed for empty
units – the collapsible nature of the high
containment FIBC consumes very little shelf space.
Some of the latest flexible films offer a five year
shelf life which permits long term storage of packed
containers if required
•
Simplified lift systems and elimination of
expensive docking systems like split butterfly valves
– Softwall high containment IBCs assist in powder
discharge by allowing massaging
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filling is complete and then the FIBC can then be
safely transported, docked with interfaced at the
receiving site. Discharging in a contained manner
uses a separate discharge liner port. This type of
system offers the highest level of containment and
versions are available that support nanogram levels of
containment. These typically include coaxial fill necks
on the liner.  Such systems are available from 100
liters up to 2,000 liters with custom models available
from some suppliers. When such a need arises it is
desirable to request containment performance data
from your supplier. Such testing should ideally be
conducted by independent third party verification
sources.
GMP Containment (filling and discharge) – When
high levels of containment are not required, but dust
free operations and powder charging that meets
RiskMaPP principles alternate flexible solutions exist.
These solutions are available at a lower cost than high
containment versions and are available in a range of
sizes up to 700 liters.  
Conclusion

wish to consider films containing permanent antistats
vs. migrating additives. Such films will provide a
longer shelf life. Lastly, make sure your film supplier
has a DMF filed with the FDA and is capable of
providing all supporting documentation concerning
any claims made on the liner’s compliance. In
addition, assure that any regulatory compliance
testing was conducted on the liner with all the antistats and processing materials – not just on the raw
resin.
Containment Performance Levels
A wide range of containment levels can be achieved
with FIBC’s and it’s important to identify your specific
requirements for each stage of the process and then
select the system that most closely meets those needs
Some configuration options available are identified
below:
High Containment (filling and discharge) –  Flexibles
exist that have been tested in accordance with
SMEPAC standards and provide OEL results of
less than .7 ug/m3.  Such systems offer necks to
support contained filling. These are sealed off once
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In summary, flexible systems now exist to support
the contained safe transport of powders within plant
sites or around the globe. A series of economic
benefits can be achieved, but it’s important to consider
liner materials, appropriate containment levels, and
transport requirements prior to choosing such a
system. Requiring materials test data for both the
liner and the containment levels can help you realize
the economic benefits while maintaining worker
safety and product quality.
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